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Abstract
We study a noncommutative analogue of a spacetime foliated by spacelike hypersurfaces, in both Rieman-
nian and Lorentzian signatures. First, in the classical commutative case, we show that the canonical Dirac
operator on the total spacetime can be reconstructed from the family of Dirac operators on the hyper-
surfaces. Second, in the noncommutative case, the same construction continues to make sense for an
abstract family of spectral triples. In the case of Riemannian signature, we prove that the construction
yields in fact a spectral triple, which we call a product spectral triple. In the case of Lorentzian signature,
we correspondingly obtain a ‘Lorentzian spectral triple’, which can also be viewed as the ‘reverse Wick
rotation’ of a product spectral triple. This construction of ‘Lorentzian spectral triples’ fits well into the
Krein space approach to noncommutative Lorentzian geometry.
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1 Introduction
Within the framework of Connes’ noncommutative geometry [Con94], the notion of spectral triples en-
compasses and generalises Riemannian spin manifolds [Con13]. Indeed, the canonical Dirac operator on a
complete Riemannian spin manifold is (essentially) self-adjoint and elliptic, and therefore defines a spectral
triple. One of the main open questions in noncommutative geometry (in particular, regarding its applica-
tions in physics) is how one should incorporate Lorentzian manifolds into this framework. The canonical
Dirac operator on a Lorentzian manifold is neither symmetric nor elliptic, and thus one needs to find a
new framework in which to describe these operators. There are currently several tentative approaches to
noncommutative Lorentzian geometry. One possible approach is based on the idea that there should be
an abstract notion of ‘Wick rotation’, which associates a (genuine) spectral triple to any ‘Lorentzian spec-
tral triple’ [DPR13, DR16]. Another possible approach is to replace the Hilbert space by a Krein space
[Str06, Sui04, PS06, Bes16], which is the natural way to describe spinors on Lorentzian manifolds. This
Krein space approach provides a natural framework for the description of almost-commutative Lorentzian
manifolds [Bar07, Dun16]. Other lines of research into noncommutative Lorentzian geometry focus on the
Lorentzian distance function [Mor03, Fra10, Fra14, Fra18] (see also [RW16, Min17]) or on the causality prop-
erties [Bes09, FE13, FE14, FE15, BB17]. Finally, links between noncommutative geometry and quantum
gravity have also been explored (see [AG14] and references therein).
In this article, we will consider a more constructive approach to the study of ‘Lorentzian spectral triples’,
modeled on a foliation of spacetime by spacelike hypersurfaces (see [Haw97, Kop98, KP01, KP02, PV04] for
earlier work in this direction). Given such a foliation, the Lorentzian Dirac operator /D can be decomposed
into a family of (Riemannian) Dirac operators { /Dt}t∈R on the spacelike hypersurfaces, parametrised by
the time-coordinate t ∈ R. By analogy, one then describes a ‘Lorentzian spectral triple’ using a family of
∗
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spectral triples, parametrised by R. Our main contribution to this approach, is that we provide a rigorous
reconstruction of the total triple from the family of spectral triples.
In fact, we will consider both Riemannian and Lorentzian signatures. First, in Section 2, we recall the
description of the Dirac operator on a hypersurface, following [BGM05, §3]. We focus our attention on even-
dimensional space(time)s. In Section 3, we introduce a class of product space(time)s Z =M × R which will
be considered in this article. A product space(time) is only a topological product ofM and R; the geometry is
allowed to be much more general than just a product geometry. We equip such a product space(time) with the
canonical triple
(
C∞c (Z), L
2(Z, SZ), /DZ
)
(which is a spectral triple if Z is Riemannian). We can decompose
this triple into a family of spectral triples
(
C∞c (Mt), L
2(Mt, St), /DMt
)
on the hypersurfaces Mt =M × {t}.
Using parallel transport, we can view the Dirac operators on the hypersurfaces as a family of operators { /Dt}
on a fixed Hilbert space L2(M0, S0). The reconstruction of the total Dirac operator /DZ from the family
{ /Dt}t∈R requires an additional geometric object on the hypersurfaces: the lapse functions Nt. The Dirac
operator /DZ on L
2(Z, SZ) is then unitarily equivalent to the operator(
0 iτ0N
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• + i /D•
iτ0N
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• − i /D• 0
)
(1.1)
on L2
(
R, L2(M0, S0)
)⊕2
, where τ0 = 1 if Z is Riemannian, and τ0 = i if Z is Lorentzian.
In Section 4, we provide abstract axioms for families of spectral triples (A,H,Dt) (generalising the Dirac
operators on the hypersurfaces) and for families of lapse operators Nt. We then define a new operator D
by inserting these abstract families into Eq. (1.1). This yields a new triple (A ⊙ C∞c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2,D),
which we interpret as describing the total noncommutative space(time). Our main result (Theorem 4.12) is
that, in the case of Riemannian signature (τ0 = 1), this new triple is in fact a spectral triple. We will refer
to such triples as product spectral triples. Moreover, we prove that such a product spectral triple represents
the unbounded Kasparov product (over C0(R)) of the family
{
(A,H,Dt)
}
t∈R
(which yields an unbounded
Kasparov C0(R, A)-C0(R)-module) with the standard spectral triple
(
C∞c (R), L
2(R),−i∂t
)
over the real line.
Subsequently, in Section 5 we define Lorentzian product triples by applying the same formula (1.1),
using instead the Lorentzian signature (τ0 = i), to the abstract objects (A,H,Dt) and Nt. The fact that
Eq. (1.1) yields a spectral triple in Riemannian signature, justifies the idea that the Lorentzian version of
Eq. (1.1) yields a Lorentzian analogue of spectral triples. Thus we have obtained an abstract construction
for (noncommutative) ‘Lorentzian spectral triples’. These Lorentzian product triples can also be viewed
as the ‘reverse Wick rotation’ of (Riemannian) product spectral triples (using the terminology of [DR16]).
Moreover, we will show that our construction is compatible with the Krein space approach to noncommutative
Lorentzian geometry. In particular, a Lorentzian product triple satisfies the abstract definition of a Lorentz-
type spectral triple given in [Dun16].
As a final remark, let us observe that in our construction of noncommutative ‘Lorentzian spectral triples’,
the time-coordinate always remains commutative. Thus, our construction does not capture noncommutative
‘Lorentzian spectral triples’ in full generality. Instead, it should be viewed as a first step in this direc-
tion. We hope that our framework might lead to an ‘ADM-like’ formalism, in which the time-evolution of
noncommutative spaces can be studied.
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2 The Dirac operator on a hypersurface
2.1 Clifford algebras
We shall start by briefly recalling the basics of finite-dimensional Clifford algebras. For more details, we
refer to [LM89, Ch. 1] or [Bau81, Ch. 1].
We view Rn as a subset of Rn+1. We consider a basis {e0, . . . , en} of R
n+1, where {e1, . . . , en} is a basis
of the embedded Rn. We distinguish two cases: either Rn+1 is Euclidean space, or Rn+1 = R1,n is Minkowski
space. In both cases we write 〈·|·〉 for the corresponding scalar product on Rn+1. Let σ denote the signature
of Rn+1, i.e. σ = (0, n+1) in the Euclidean case, and σ = (1, n) in the Minkowski case. In the latter case, we
have 〈e0|e0〉 = −1 and 〈ej |ej〉 = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n. In either case, we write ǫ0 := 〈e0|e0〉 = ±1. Furthermore,
we write τ0 := 1 if ǫ0 = 1, and τ0 := i if ǫ0 = −1 (in both cases we have τ
2
0 = ǫ0).
The real Clifford algebra Clσ is the real algebra generated by v, w ∈ R
n+1 modulo the relation vw+wv =
−2〈v|w〉. The complex Clifford algebra is the complexification Cln+1 := Clσ ⊗ C (which is independent of
the signature). We write Cl0n+1 for the even subalgebra generated by products vw, for v, w ∈ R
n.
If n + 1 = 2m is even, there is a unique irreducible representation (up to equivalence) of the complex
Clifford algebra Cln+1 on the representation space ∆2m := C
2m , which we write as Φn+1 : Cln+1
≃
−→M2m(C).
If n+1 = 2m+1 is odd, there are two inequivalent irreducible representations of Cln+1 on the representation
space ∆2m+1 := C
2m , which we write as Φ±n+1 : Cln+1 → M2m(C). In this case, we have the isomorphism
Φ+n+1 ⊕ Φ
−
n+1 : Cln+1
≃
−→ M2m(C) ⊕M2m(C). We can choose these representations such that Φ
−
n+1(w) =
−Φ+n+1(w), for any w ∈ R
n+1 ⊂ Cln+1. We write Φˆn+1 := Φ
+
n+1.
The spin group is defined as the group whose elements are products of an even number of unit vectors:
Spinσ :=
{
v1 · · · v2k ∈ Cl
0
σ
∣∣ q(vj , vj) = ±1, 1 ≤ 2k ≤ n+ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2k} .
The spin group Spinσ is a double cover of the special pseudo-orthogonal group SOσ via a homomorphism
λ : Spinσ → SOσ. The subgroup SO
+
σ ⊂ SOσ, given by the connected component of the identity, corresponds
to all orthogonal transformations which preserve both space- and time-orientation. We define Spin+σ as its
pre-image under λ:
Spin+σ := λ
−1
(
SO+σ
)
=
{
v1 · · · v2k ∈ Spinσ :
2k∏
j=1
q(vj , vj) = 1
}
.
In the Euclidean case, SOn+1 is connected, and we simply have Spin
+
n+1 = Spinn+1.
From here on we consider the case of odd n = 2m + 1. We will make a specific choice for our standard
representation of Cln+1 on ∆n+1 = ∆n ⊕∆n. Given the representation Φˆn : Cln → M2m(C), we define the
representation Φˆn+1 : Cln+1 →M2m+1(C) by
Φˆn+1(w) :=
(
0 iΦˆn(w)
−iΦˆn(w) 0
)
, Φˆn+1(e0) :=
(
0 iτ0ǫ0
iτ0ǫ0 0
)
, (2.1)
where w ∈ Rn ⊂ Rn+1. The representation Φˆn+1 is (up to equivalence) the unique irreducible represent-
ation of Cln+1. Its restriction Φˆn+1 : Spin
+
σ → M2m+1(C) decomposes as the direct sum of two equivalent
irreducible representations of the spin group Spin+σ .
We have the isomorphism ϕ : Cln → Cl
0
n+1 given by ej 7→ τ0e0ej (see [LM89, Theorem 3.7]). Then we
also obtain a representation of Cln on ∆n+1 by setting Φ˜n := Φˆn+1 ◦ ϕ. For w ∈ R
n we then have
Φ˜n(w) := τ0Φˆn+1(e0)Φˆn+1(w) =
(
Φˆn(w) 0
0 −Φˆn(w)
)
. (2.2)
Using the standard basis of ∆n+1 = C
2m+1 , we define a positive-definite inner product
〈v, w〉pos :=
2m∑
j=1
vjwj ,
3
for v, w ∈ ∆n+1. In the Euclidean case, this inner product is invariant under the action of the spin group
Spinn+1. In the Lorentzian case however, this inner product is only invariant under the action of the maximal
compact subgroup Spinn ⊂ Spin
+
n+1. In this case, there exists instead a canonical indefinite inner product
〈·, ·〉 on ∆n+1 which is invariant under Spin
+
n+1 [Bau81, Satz 1.12]. Given the basis {e0, . . . , en} of R
n+1, the
canonical inner product is related to the positive-definite inner product via
〈v, w〉 = 〈v, Φˆn+1(e0)w〉
pos.
2.2 Spin geometry
Usually, a spin structure is defined as a double cover of the bundle of oriented (pseudo-)orthonormal frames,
and therefore it relies on the (pseudo-)Riemannian metric. Since we will be interested in studying a family
of metrics, it will be more convenient to use a topological definition of spin structures which is independent
of the metric (this idea was first suggested by Milnor in [Mil65], and is described in detail in [DP86]). In
this section we will introduce both metric and topological spin structures.
Let X be an oriented smooth manifold of dimension n+1 ≥ 3. We denote by GL+(X)→ X the principal
GL+n+1-bundle of oriented frames on X . Consider the universal double cover τ : G˜L
+
n+1 → GL
+
n+1.
Definition 2.1 ([DP86, §2]). A topological spin structure on X is given by a principal G˜L
+
n+1-bundle
G˜L
+
(X) → X and a principal bundle morphism η : G˜L
+
(X) → GL+(X), such that the following diagram
commutes.
G˜L
+
(X)× G˜L
+
n+1
//
η×τ

G˜L
+
(X)
## ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
η

X
GL+(X)×GL+n+1
// GL+(X)
;; ;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
Now let (X, g) be a (space- and time-oriented) pseudo-Riemannian manifold, either of Riemannian sig-
nature σ = (0, n + 1) or of Lorentzian signature σ = (1, n). We denote by SO+g (X) → X the principal
SO+σ -bundle of space- and time-oriented pseudo-orthonormal frames on X . Denote by λ : Spin
+
σ → SO
+
σ the
double cover.
Definition 2.2. A metric spin structure on (X, g) is given by a principal Spin+σ -bundle Spin
+
g (X)→ X and
a principal bundle morphism ηg : Spin
+
g (X)→ SO
+
g (X), such that the following diagram commutes.
Spin+g (X)× Spin
+
σ
//
ηg×λ

Spin+g (X)
$$ $$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
ηg

X
SO+g (X)× SO
+
σ
// SO+g (X)
:: ::✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
Given a pseudo-Riemannian metric g on X , a topological spin structure (G˜L
+
(X), η) can be restricted
to a metric spin structure (Spin+g (X), ηg) by setting Spin
+
g (X) := η
−1(SO+g (X)) and ηg := η|η−1(SO+g (X)).
Conversely, any metric spin structure can be extended to a topological spin structure by setting G˜L
+
(X) :=
4
Spin+(X)×Spin+σ G˜L
+
n+1 and η := ηg × τ . Both restriction and extension preserve the notions of equivalence
of spin structures [DP86, §2].
The spinor bundle on (X, g) is given by the associated vector bundle
SX := Spin
+
g (X)×Φˆn+1 ∆n+1,
where ∆n+1 is the standard representation space of the spin group Spin
+
σ . We point out that here we
cannot use the topological spin structure, because the fundamental spin representation does not lift to a
representation of G˜L
+
n+1.
The tangent bundle can be viewed as the associated vector bundle TX = SO+g (X)×SO+σ R
n+1. We define
the Clifford bundle as the associated bundle
Cl(TX, g) := SO+g (X)×SO+σ Clσ.
Given the spin structure Spin+(X), we can write SO+g (X) = Spin
+
g (X)×λ SO
+
σ , where λ is the double cover
Spin+σ → SO
+
σ . We can then also view the Clifford bundle as an associated bundle of Spin
+(X) via
Cl(TX, g) = Spin+(X)×λ SO
+
σ ×SO+σClσ = Spin
+
g (X)×Ad Clσ,
where Ad is given by Adu(a) = u · a · u
−1 for all u ∈ Spin+σ and a ∈ Clσ. The complexified Clifford bundle
is independent of the signature of g and is denoted Cl(TX) = Cl(TX, g)⊗R C = SO
+
g (X)×SO+σ Cln+1.
Using the natural inclusion ι : Rn+1 →֒ Clσ, we can define the Clifford representation γX : TX →֒
Cl(TX, g) by
γX([f, x]) := [f, ι(x)],
where f ∈ SO+g (X) and x ∈ R
n+1 determine [f, x] ∈ TX = SO+g (X)×SO+σ R
n+1. This Clifford representation
inherits the Clifford relation of Clσ, so we have γX(v)γX(w) + γX(w)γX(v) = −2g(v, w) for all v, w ∈ TX .
The canonical inner product on ∆n+1 yields a canonical hermitain structure
(·|·) : Γ∞c (SX)× Γ
∞
c (SX)→ C
∞
c (X),
which gives rise to the inner product 〈ψ1|ψ2〉 :=
∫
X
(ψ1|ψ2)dvolg, for all ψ1, ψ2 ∈ Γ
∞
c (X,SX), where dvolg
denotes the canonical volume form of (X, g). In the Riemannian case, this inner product is positive-definite,
and we write 〈·|·〉pos = 〈·|·〉. In the Lorentzian case, this inner product is indefinite (but non-degenerate).
However, given a global unit timelike vector field ν (which exists because X is space- and time-oriented), we
obtain a positive-definite Hermitian structure
(·|·)pos := (·|γX(e0)·),
yielding a positive-definite inner product 〈ψ1|ψ2〉
pos :=
∫
X(ψ1|ψ2)
posdvolg. The completion of Γ
∞
c (X,SX)
with respect to 〈·|·〉pos is denoted L2(X,SX). In the Lorentzian case, L
2(X,SX) is a Krein space with
fundamental symmetry JX = γX(e0) (for more information on Krein spaces, see our summary in Section 5.1,
or refer to [Bog74] for a detailed introduction).
Locally, we can write a spinor ψ ∈ Γ∞c (SX) as the equivalence class [s, v], where s is a local section of
Spin+g (X) and v is a local function with values in ∆n+1. The double cover ηg : Spin
+
g (X)→ SO
+
g (X) then
yields a local (pseudo-)orthonormal frame ηg(s) = {ej}, such that g(ei, ej) = δijǫj (where ǫj = 1 for j 6= 0).
The Levi-Civita connection on the tangent bundle lifts to a connection on the spinor bundle. Locally, this
spin connection takes the form (see [Bau81, Satz 3.2] and [BGM05, Eq.(2.5)])
∇SXY ψ =
[
s, Y (v) +
1
2
∑
j<k
ǫjǫkg(∇Y ej , ek)γX(ej)γX(ek)v
]
, (2.3)
for a local vector field Y =
∑
j Y
jej ∈ Γ
∞
c (TX).
5
The Dirac operator /DX , canonically associated to the metric g, is defined as
/DX :=
n∑
j=0
ǫjγX(ej)∇
SX
ej . (2.4)
In the Riemannian case, the Dirac operator /DX is symmetric [LM89, Proposition II.5.3]. In the Lorentzian
case, the operator i /DX is Krein-symmetric [Bau81, Satz 3.18] (i.e., it is symmetric with respect to the
canonical indefinite inner product).
2.3 A hypersurface
In this section we will describe the spin geometry of an embedded hypersurface. The Dirac operator on
a hypersurface in flat Euclidean space was already studied in [Tra92]. Here we largely follow the general
exposition for hypersurfaces in pseudo-Riemannian manifolds given in [BGM05, §3].
Let (Z, g) be an oriented spin manifold of dimension n + 1, where the metric g is either Riemannian or
Lorentzian. We will denote the signature of Z by σ, i.e. σ = (0, n+1) if g is Riemannian, or σ = (1, n) if g is
Lorentzian. In the Lorentzian case, we assume furthermore that Z is also time-oriented. We assume that Z
comes equipped with a given topological spin structure η : G˜L
+
(Z) → GL+(Z), with corresponding metric
spin structure ηg : Spin
+
g (Z)→ SO
+
g (Z).
We will consider a codimension 1 hypersurface M ⊂ Z with trivial normal bundle. This means there is
a vector field ν = e0 on Z along M satisfying ǫ0 := g(ν, ν) = ±1 and g(ν, TM) = 0. If Z is Lorentzian, we
assume that the vector field ν is timelike. Thus the induced metric gM on M is positive-definite.
The hypersurface M inherits a spin structure from Z via the decomposition TZ|M = R⊕ TM given by
ν, as follows. The bundle of oriented frames GL+(M) on M can be embedded into the bundle of (space-
and time-)oriented frames GL+(Z)|M of Z restricted to M by the map ι : (e1, . . . , en) 7→ (ν, e1, . . . , en).
Similarly, the bundle of oriented (pseudo-)orthonormal frames SO+gM (M) on M can be embedded into the
bundle of (space- and time-)oriented (pseudo-)orthonormal frames SO+g (Z)|M of Z restricted to M by the
map ιg := ι|SO+gM (M)
. Then
G˜L
+
(M) := η−1(ι(GL+(M))), Spin+gM (M) := η
−1
g (ιg(SO
+
gM (M))) (2.5)
define the topological and metric spin structures on M . It is clear that Spin+gM (M) is identical to the metric
spin structure obtained by restricting G˜L
+
(M) using the metric gM (as described in Section 2.2).
Assumption 2.3. We will assume throughout this article that Z is even-dimensional, so that M is odd-
dimensional.
Recall from Section 2.1 that there is then a unique irreducible representation Φˆn+1 of Cln+1 on ∆n+1,
while there are two inequivalent irreducible representations Φ±n = ±Φˆn of Cln on ∆n. The spinor bundles
on Z and M are given by the associated vector bundles
SZ := Spin
+
g (Z)×Φˆn+1 ∆n+1, S
±
M := Sping(M)×±Φˆn ∆n.
We recall that, though the representations Φ±n = ±Φˆn are inequivalent as representations of Cln, they are
equivalent as representations of Spinn. Hence the spinor bundles S
+
M and S
−
M are isomorphic. Furthermore,
by our definition of Φˆn+1 in Eq. (2.1), we have that SZ |M = S
+
M ⊕S
−
M , and this direct sum decomposition is
precisely the decomposition corresponding to the Z2-grading on SZ . Using Eq. (2.1), we see that the Clifford
representation is given by
γZ(X) =
(
0 iγM (X)
−iγM (X) 0
)
, γZ(ν) =
(
0 iτ0ǫ0
iτ0ǫ0 0
)
, (2.6)
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where X is a vector field on M . Furthermore, using the representation Φ˜ from Eq. (2.2), we also have
γ˜M (X) := τ0γZ(ν)γZ(X) =
(
γM (X) 0
0 −γM (X)
)
,
which provides a representation of the Clifford algebra of M on SZ |M = S
+
M ⊕ S
−
M .
Remark 2.4. The case in which Z is odd-dimensional requires a separate treatment, because in this case the
spinor bundles on Z andM have the same rank. Hence we do not have the decomposition SZ |M = S
+
M⊕S
−
M ,
and the analogue of Eq. (2.6) would be rather different. In this article we focus only on even dimensions,
because it is our aim to describe (3 + 1)-dimensional spacetime.
The Levi-Civita connections on the pseudo-Riemannian manifold (Z, g) and the hypersurface (M, gM )
are denoted by ∇Z and ∇M , respectively. When restricted to the hypersurface M , they are related via
∇MX = PM ◦ ∇
Z
X , where PM : TZ → TM denotes the orthogonal projection (see [BEE96, §3.5]), and their
difference determines the Weingarten map W : TM → TM with respect to ν, or the second fundamental
form K : TM × TM → R, given by
g(W (X), Y )ν := K(X,Y )ν := ∇ZXY −∇
M
X Y
for all vector fields X and Y on M . Since the connections are torsion-free, it follows that the second funda-
mental form is symmetric, i.e. K(X,Y ) = K(Y,X). Using also the metric compatibility of the connection,
the Weingarten map can explicitly be obtained as
W (X) = −ǫ0∇
Z
Xν. (2.7)
Thus, the Weingarten map describes how the normal field ν changes along the surface M , and as such it
describes the extrinsic curvature of M . For Clifford multiplication with W (X) we can write
γZ(W (X)) =
n∑
j=1
g(W (X), ej)γZ(ej),
n∑
j=1
γZ(ej)γZ(W (ej)) = − tr
M (W ), (2.8)
where trM (W ) := trM (K) =
∑n
j=1K(ej, ej).
The Levi-Civita connections ∇Z and ∇M can be lifted to connections ∇SZ and ∇SM on the spinor
bundles SZ and SM , respectively, and are given explicitly in Eq. (2.3). Given a section ψ = [s, w] of the
spinor bundle SZ |M , we can use Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) to rewrite the spin connection on SZ as
∇SZel ψ =
[
s, el(w) +
1
2
∑
1≤j<k≤n
g(∇Zelej , ek)γZ(ej)γZ(ek)w +
1
2
∑
1≤k≤n
ǫ0g(∇
Z
el
ν, ek)γZ(ν)γZ (ek)w
]
=
[
s, el(w) +
1
2
∑
1≤j<k≤n
g(∇Mel ej , ek)γZ(ej)γZ(ek)w −
1
2
∑
1≤k≤n
g(W (el), ek)γZ(ν)γZ (ek)w
]
= ∇SMel ψ −
1
2
γZ(ν)γZ(W (el))ψ.
Hence for any vector field X on M we have (cf. [BGM05, Eq. (3.5)])
∇SZX = ∇
SM
X −
1
2
γZ(ν)γZ(W (X)). (2.9)
The Dirac operators /DZ and /DM , canonically associated to the metrics g and g|M (respectively), are
defined (see Eq. (2.4)) as
/DZ := ǫ0γZ(ν)∇
SZ
ν +
n∑
j=1
γZ(ej)∇
SZ
ej , /DM :=
n∑
j=1
γM (ej)∇
SM
ej .
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Using Eq. (2.9) we have
/DZ |M = ǫ0γZ(ν)∇
SZ
ν +
n∑
j=1
γZ(ej)∇
SM
ej −
1
2
n∑
j=1
γZ(ej)γZ(ν)γZ(W (ej))
= ǫ0γZ(ν)∇
SZ
ν − τ0γZ(ν)
n∑
j=1
γ˜M (ej)∇
SM
ej +
1
2
γZ(ν)
n∑
j=1
γZ(ej)γZ(W (ej)),
where we have used that γ˜M (ej) = τ0γZ(ν)γZ(ej). We will write /˜DM =
(
/DM 0
0 − /DM
)
. From Eq. (2.8)
we see that the mean curvature of M is given by H := 1n tr
M (W ) = − 1n
∑
j γZ(ej)γZ(W (ej)). The Dirac
operators on Z and M are then related via (cf. [BGM05, Eq. (3.6)])
/DZ |M = ǫ0γZ(ν)∇
SZ
ν − τ0γZ(ν) /˜DM −
n
2
HγZ(ν). (2.10)
2.3.1 The spectral triple
Using the positive-definite Hermitian structure (·|·)pos on SZ , we define the Hilbert space L
2(M,SZ |M ) of
square-integrable spinors onM as the completion of Γ∞c (M,SZ |M ) with respect to the positive-definite inner
product
〈φ|ψ〉posM :=
∫
M
(φ|ψ)posdvolM , (2.11)
where dvolM = ν y dvolZ is the volume form on M induced by the volume form on Z. Since the Hermitian
structure (·|·)pos on SZ = Spin
+
g (Z)×Spin+σ∆n+1 is obtained from the standard positive-definite inner product
on ∆n+1, we note that the decomposition SZ |M = S
+
M ⊕S
−
M is an orthogonal direct sum, and the Hermitian
structure on SZ |M agrees with the intrinsic Hermitian structures on S
±
M . Hence we have the isomorphism
L2(M,SZ |M ) ≃ L
2(M,S+M )⊕ L
2(M,S−M ).
We consider the Dirac operators ± /DM which are canonically associated to the spinor bundles S
±
M and
the Riemannian metric gM . The following statement is well-known, and we refer to e.g. [HR00, Ch. 10] for
more details.
Proposition 2.5. If the metric gM is complete, we obtain spectral triples
(
C∞c (M), L
2(M,S±M ),± /DM
)
.
3 Product space(time)s
As before, we consider both the Riemannian and the Lorentzian case. If (Z, g) is an oriented Riemannian
manifold, we will refer to (Z, g) as a space. If (Z, g) is a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold, we call (Z, g)
a spacetime. A temporal function on (Z, g) is a smooth function T : Z → R such that the gradient ∇T
is timelike and past-directed everywhere. A spacetime (Z, g) admits a temporal function if and only if it
is stably causal [BS05]. We will restrict our attention to space(time)s which admit a smooth orthogonal
splitting, as follows.
Definition 3.1. A space(time) is called a product space(time) if it is isometric to a space(time) of the form
(M × R, g• + ǫ0N
2dT 2), where ǫ0 = 1 for a space and ǫ0 = −1 for a spacetime, M is a smooth (spacelike)
hypersurface, N : M ×R→ (0,∞) is a smooth positive function, T : M ×R→ R is the canonical projection,
and g• = {gt}t∈R is a smooth family of Riemannian metrics on M .
The term product space(time) obviously refers to the fact that Z is the topological product of the hy-
persurface M and the real line R. However, we emphasise that Z is not a geometric product of M and R;
indeed, the metric g is allowed to be much more general than a product metric of the form g0 + ǫ0dT
2.
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We will refer to the smooth function N as the lapse function, which is standard terminology in the
Lorentzian case. We will often think of N as a smooth family of strictly positive smooth functions N• =
{Nt}t∈R ⊂ C
∞(M), by setting Nt(x) := N(x, t) for x ∈M .
The function T defines a global coordinate on M , which we refer to as the time coordinate. Consider
local coordinates on Z = M × R given by local coordinates on M along with the global time coordinate T
on R. We consider the unit normal vector field ν = e0. Then ǫ0 = g(ν, ν) = ǫ0N
2dT (ν)2, so dT (ν) = N−1.
Since dT (∂T ) = ∂T (T ) = 1, we see that ν = N
−1∂T . Noting that g(∂T , ∂T ) = ǫ0N
2dT (∂T )
2 = ǫ0N
2 and
g(∂T ,∇T ) = dT (∂T ) = 1, we also see that ∇T = ǫ0N
−2∂T = ǫ0N
−1ν. The lapse function N can then be
written as
N =
(
ǫ0g(∂T , ∂T )
) 1
2 =
(
ǫ0g(∇T,∇T )
)− 1
2 .
In the Lorentzian case, ∇T is timelike, so the smooth function T is a temporal function. Hence every
product spacetime is stably causal. The converse need not be true. However, let (Z, g) be stably causal
with a temporal function T on Z, and consider the corresponding rescaled (conformally equivalent) metric
gc := −g(∇T,∇T )g. If (Z, gc) is timelike geodesically complete, then by [GK99, Theorem 7.3.4] it follows
that (Z, g) is a product spacetime.
A spacetime is called globally hyperbolic if there exists a Cauchy hypersurface, i.e. a hypersurfaceM ⊂ Z
which is intersected exactly once by any inextendible timelike curve. A temporal function is called Cauchy
if every level set Mt := {x ∈ Z : T (x) = t} is a Cauchy hypersurface of Z. Hence the existence of a
Cauchy temporal function on Z implies that Z is globally hyperbolic. Conversely, it was shown in [BS05]
that every globally hyperbolic spacetime admits a Cauchy temporal function. Furthermore, since the level
sets of a Cauchy temporal function are Cauchy hypersurfaces, and since all Cauchy hypersurfaces must be
diffeomorphic, this Cauchy temporal function determines a splitting as in Definition 3.1 (see [BS05, Theorem
1.1] for details). Thus, every globally hyperbolic spacetime is a product spacetime, with the additional
property that M and T can be taken to be Cauchy. Finally, we also have the following sufficient conditions
for when a product spacetime is in fact globally hyperbolic.
Theorem 3.2 ([CC02, Theorem 2.1]). Consider a product spacetime (Z, g) = (M × R, g• + ǫ0N
2dT 2)
satisfying the following assumptions:
1) there exist positive numbers N1, N2 > 0 such that N1 < N(x, t) < N2 for all (x, t) ∈M × R;
2) the Riemannian metrics gt on M × {t} are complete, and uniformly bounded below for all t ∈ R by
some complete metric h on M .
Then (Z, g) is globally hyperbolic.
Remark 3.3. The assumptions in the above theorem are not needed for this section. However, most of these
assumptions will be relevant for the abstract description in terms of families of spectral triples in Section 4.
3.1 Spin structures
Suppose that a product space(time) (Z, g) = (M × R, g• + ǫ0N
2dT 2) is equipped with a given topological
spin structure G˜L
+
(Z), and let Spin+g (Z) be the corresponding metric spin structure. We consider Mt :=
(M × {t}, gt) as a Riemannian submanifold of Z. As in Eq. (2.5), we obtain a topological spin structure
G˜L
+
(Mt) and a metric spin structure Spingt(Mt) for each t, and we will always consider Mt to be equipped
with these spin structures. As mentioned after Eq. (2.5), the topological spin structure obtained by extending
the structure group of Spingt(Mt) to G˜L
+
n is identical to G˜L
+
(Mt). Although the topological spin structure
of Mt is independent of the metric gt, we emphasise that (in principle) it still depends on t through the
inclusion Mt = M × {t} ⊂ Z. However, the topological spin structures G˜L
+
(Mt) on M are all equivalent.
Indeed, for t0 < t1 ∈ R, we can identify the fibres of G˜L
+
(Mt0) and G˜L
+
(Mt1) by parallel transport along
the path t→ (x, t) for t ∈ [t0, t1]. Since parallel transport on a principal bundle is compatible with the right
action of the structure group, this yields a principal bundle isomorphism G˜L
+
(Mt0)→ G˜L
+
(Mt1).
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Conversely, suppose we have a smooth manifold M with a topological spin structure G˜L
+
(M), a smooth
family N• = {Nt}t∈R of strictly positive smooth functions on M , and a smooth family g• = {gt}t∈R of
Riemannian metrics on M . We consider the product space(time) (Z, g) := (M ×R, g•+ ǫ0N
2dT 2). The spin
structure on Z can be reconstructed as follows. Denote by π : M × R→ M the canonical projection. Then
the pullback bundle π∗(G˜L
+
(M)) is a principal G˜L
+
n -bundle over Z = M × R. By enlarging the structure
group, we can extend this pullback bundle to a principal G˜L
+
n+1-bundle.
Now consider a product space(time) (Z, g) := (M×R, g•+ǫ0N
2dT 2) with given topological spin structure
G˜L
+
(Z). Let G˜L
+
(M0) be the topological spin structure on M0 = M × {0} obtained from Eq. (2.5), and
consider the pullback bundle π∗(G˜L
+
(M0)) over Z = M × R. We can reduce the principal G˜L
+
n+1-bundle
G˜L
+
(Z) to a principal G˜L
+
n -bundle P → Z by defining the fibres as
P(x,t) := η
−1(ι(GL+(Mt)x)).
Then G˜L
+
(Z) = P ×
G˜L
+
n
G˜L
+
n+1. Since P |Mt = η
−1(ι(GL+(Mt))) = G˜L
+
(Mt) ≃ G˜L
+
(M0), we see that
P ≃ π∗(G˜L
+
(M0)). Therefore we have the equivalence
G˜L
+
(Z) ≃ π∗(G˜L
+
(M0))×G˜L+n
G˜L
+
n+1,
showing that the spin structure on Z can be reconstructed from the spin structure onM0 (up to equivalence).
Thus, up to equivalence of the spin structures, we have explicitly constructed a bijection between product
spin space(time)s (Z, g, G˜L
+
(Z)) and the ‘foliation data’ (M, g•, N•, G˜L
+
(M)).
3.2 Parallel transport
Consider a product space(time) (Z, g) = (M × R, g• + ǫ0N
2dT 2) equipped with a given topological spin
structure G˜L
+
(Z). On each hypersurface Mt = M × {t} we have the spinor bundles S
±
t := S
±
Mt
, and for
each t ∈ R we have SZ |Mt = S
+
t ⊕ S
−
t . From Eq. (2.11), we have a positive-definite inner product 〈·|·〉
pos
Mt
on
Γ∞c (Mt, SZ |Mt). We consider the Hilbert spaces Ht := L
2(Mt, SZ |Mt) and H
±
t := L
2(Mt, S
±
t ), and we note
that we have the orthogonal direct sum decomposition Ht = H
+
t ⊕H
−
t .
For x ∈M and t0, t1 ∈ R, we can use parallel transport (with respect to the spin connection on SZ) along
the curve t 7→ (x, t) ∈ Z (i.e. an integral curve of the vector field ν) to obtain a linear map τ t1t0 : (S
±
t0)x →
(S±t1)x, which is an isometry with respect to the canonical Hermitian structure on SZ . Consequently, we
also obtain a linear map between the Hilbert spaces H±t := L
2(Mt, S
±
t ) of square-integrable spinors on Mt.
However, to obtain an isometry, we also need to take into account the change of the volume form dvolMt .
Let ρt be the unique positive function on M such that
dvolMt = ρ
2
tdvolM0 . (3.1)
In lack of a better term, we will refer to ρt as the volume function ofMt. We note that ρt depends not only on
(Mt, gt), but also on the reference volume form of (M0, g0). In local coordinates, we have ρt = (|g0|
−1|gt|)
1
4 ,
where |gt| := | det(gt)|. We then define the maps Ut : Ht → H0 by
(Utψ)(x) := ρtτ
0
t ψ(x).
The maps Ut are linear (i.e. vector space) isomorphisms. Furthermore, each Ut is an isometry with respect
to the canonical inner product on L2(Mt, St):
〈Utφ|Utψ〉M0 =
∫
M
(Utφ|Utψ〉dvolM0 =
∫
M
((|g0|
−1|gt|)
1
4 τ0t φ|(|g0|
−1|gt|)
1
4 τ0t ψ)
√
|g0|dx
n
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=∫
M
(φ|ψ)
√
|gt|dx
n = 〈φ|ψ〉Mt .
Let us write γt(ν) := γZ(ν)|St . In the Lorentzian case, we recall that we have a positive-definite inner
product on L2(Mt, St) given by the Hermitian structure (φ|ψ)
pos := (φ|γt(ν)ψ) on St. We check if Ut would
also be an isometry with respect to this positive-definite inner product:
〈Utφ|Utψ〉
pos
M0
=
∫
M
(Utφ|γ0(ν)Utψ)dvolM0 =
∫
M
(φ|τ t0γ0(ν)τ
0
t ψ)
√
|gt|dx
n = 〈φ|γt(ν)τ
t
0γ0(ν)τ
0
t ψ〉
pos
Mt
.
Hence we see that Ut gives a unitary isomorphism Ht → H0 if and only if γt(ν) = τ
t
0γ0(ν)τ
0
t , i.e. if and only
if ν is geodesic.
Assumption 3.4. We assume from now on that the unit normal vector field ν (which is orthogonal to the
hypersurfaces Mt) is geodesic, i.e. ∇νν = 0.
Locally we can always choose ν such that it is geodesic, but our assumption that we can do this globally
places a restriction on the class of space(time)s that we consider. Nevertheless, considering Lorentzian
signature, we note that this assumption can be satisfied in interesting physical examples such as Schwarzschild
spacetime or the Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker spacetimes (see e.g. [Poi04, §2.3]).
Since the grading operator on SZ is parallel, we know that the unitary isomorphisms Ut preserve the
decomposition St = S
+
t ⊕S
−
t (i.e., Ut is of the form U
+
t ⊕U
−
t , where U
±
t := Ut|S±t
). The Clifford multiplication
with ν, given by (see Eq. (2.6))
γZ(ν) =
(
0 iτ0ǫ0
iτ0ǫ0 0
)
,
implements the isomorphism S+t ≃ S
−
t . Since ∇νν = 0, we know that γZ(ν) commutes with ∇
SZ
ν , so that
the unitary isomorphisms U±t are compatible with the identification S
+
t ≃ S
−
t (i.e., U
+
t ≃ U
−
t ).
Consider now the space Cc(R,H0) of continuous, compactly supported maps from R to the Hilbert space
H0 := L
2(M0, SZ |M0). Using the canonical inner product on H0, we define a (possibly non-degenerate) inner
product on Cc(R,H0) by
〈φ|ψ〉 :=
∫
R
〈φ(t)|ψ(t)〉M0dt.
In the Riemannian case, this inner product is positive-definite, and we write 〈·|·〉pos := 〈·|·〉. In the Lorentzian
case, we introduce a positive-definite inner product given by
〈φ|ψ〉pos :=
∫
R
〈φ(t)|ψ(t)〉posM0dt =
∫
R
〈φ(t)|γ0(ν)ψ(t)〉M0dt.
We denote by L2(R,H0) the completion of Cc(R,H0) with respect to 〈·|·〉
pos. We define a map U : Γc(M ×
R, SZ)→ Cc(R,H0) by
(Uψ)(t) := N
1
2
t · Utψ|Mt . (3.2)
We check that U is an isometry with respect to the canonical inner product:
〈Uφ|Uψ〉 =
∫
R
〈
N
1
2
t · Utφ|Mt
∣∣N 12t · Utψ|Mt〉M0dt =
∫
R
∫
M
Nt
(
Utφ|Mt
∣∣Utψ|Mt)dvolM0dt
=
∫
R
∫
M
(
φ|Mt
∣∣ψ|Mt)NtdvolMtdt = ∫
M×R
(φ|ψ)dvolM×R = 〈φ|ψ〉.
In the Lorentzian case, since we assumed ν to be geodesic, U is also an isometry with respect to the positive-
definite inner product.
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3.3 The Dirac operator
For each t ∈ R, we have a Dirac operator /DMt on the hypersurface Mt = M × {t}. This family of
Dirac operators defines an operator /˜DM• on Z = M × R, given by
(
/˜DM•ψ
)
(x, t) :=
(
/˜DMtψ|Mt
)
(x) for
any ψ ∈ Γ∞c (M × R, SZ). From Eq. (2.10) we then know that the (canonical) Dirac operator /DZ on
Γ∞c (M × R, SZ) decomposes as
/DZ = ǫ0γZ(ν)∇
SZ
ν − τ0γZ(ν) /˜DM• −
n
2
HγZ(ν).
We will express /DZ as an operator on C
∞
c (R,H0) under the isomorphism U .
The time derivative ∂t on C
∞
c (R,H0) is related to the covariant time derivative ∇
SZ
∂T
on Γ∞c (M ×R, SZ)
as follows. (In our notation, we distinguish between the coordinate vector field ∂T on Z and the differential
operator ∂t on L
2(R,H0).) For ψ ∈ Γ
∞
c (M × R, SZ) we have(
∂t ◦ Uψ
)
(t) = lim
ǫ→0
ǫ−1
(
N
1
2
t+ǫUt+ǫψ|Mt+ǫ −N
1
2
t Utψ|Mt
)
= lim
ǫ→0
ǫ−1
(
N
1
2
t+ǫρt+ǫτ
0
t+ǫψ|Mt+ǫ −N
1
2
t ρtτ
0
t ψ|Mt
)
= τ0t
(
lim
ǫ→0
ǫ−1
(
τ tt+ǫN
1
2
t+ǫρt+ǫψ|Mt+ǫ −N
1
2
t ρtψ|Mt
))
= τ0t
(
(∇SZ∂T N
1
2
t ρtψ)(t)
)
=
(
U ◦N
− 1
2
t ρ
−1
t ◦ ∇
SZ
∂T
◦N
1
2
t ρtψ
)
(t).
Hence we have ∂t = U ◦N
− 1
2
t ρ
−1
t ◦ ∇
SZ
∂T
◦N
1
2
t ρt ◦ U
−1 on Cc(R,H0). Rewriting this, and using ν = N
−1∂T ,
we obtain
U∇SZν U
−1 = N
− 1
2
t ρt∂tρ
−1
t N
− 1
2
t . (3.3)
We define
/˜D• := U /˜DM•U
−1 = U
(
/DM• 0
0 − /DM•
)
U−1 =:
(
/D• 0
0 − /D•
)
, (3.4)
We note that the last equality relies on ν being geodesic, which ensures that the parallel transports on S+Z
and S−Z are compatible with their mutual identification via γZ(ν). We view /˜D• as a family of operators
{ /˜Dt}t∈R on H0.
By definition, we have nH := trM (W ) =
∑n
j=1 g(ej ,W (ej)). Using our assumption that ∇νν = 0, we
therefore find (writing e0 = ν)
div ν =
n∑
j=0
g(ej,∇ejν) = −ǫ0
n∑
j=1
g(ej,W (ej)) = −ǫ0 tr
M (W ) = −ǫ0nH.
Furthermore, in terms of local coordinates given by x0 = T and coordinates xj on M , we can also calculate
div ν|Mt =
√
|g|
−1
∂t(
√
|g|N−1t ) = N
−1
t
√
|gt|
−1
∂t
(√
|gt|
)
= 2N−1t |gt|
− 1
4 ∂t
(
|gt|
1
4
)
= 2N−1t ρ
−1
t (∂tρt).
Combining these equalities we obtain
−ǫ0
n
2
Ht = N
−1
t ρ
−1
t (∂tρt). (3.5)
By combining Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5), we see that
U
(
ǫ0∇
SZ
ν −
n
2
Ht
)
U−1 = ǫ0N
− 1
2
t
(
ρt∂tρ
−1
t + [∂t, ρt]ρ
−1
t
)
N
− 1
2
t = ǫ0N
− 1
2
t ∂tN
− 1
2
t . (3.6)
By inserting Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) into Eq. (2.10), we obtain:
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Proposition 3.5. Let (Z, g) = (M ×R, g• + ǫ0N
2dT 2) be a product space(time), such that the unit normal
vector field ν is geodesic. Under the isomorphism U : L2(M × R, SZ) → L
2(R,H0) from Eq. (3.2), the
canonical Dirac operator /DZ on L
2(Z, SZ) is given by
U /DZU
−1 = γ0(ν)
(
ǫ0N
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• − τ0 /˜D•
)
=
(
0 iτ0N
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• + i /D•
iτ0N
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• − i /D• 0
)
.
In particular, the Dirac operator /DZ can be completely obtained from the families of operators { /Dt}t∈R and
{Nt}t∈R. This decomposition of the Dirac operator will serve as our motivation for the abstract framework
which we develop in the following section.
Remark 3.6. We note that the volume function has completely disappeared from the above decomposition
of the Dirac operator /DZ . In particular, we do not need the volume function to reconstruct /DZ . This
shouldn’t be too surprising; indeed, the volume function ρt on Mt is not an independent object, but in fact
completely determined by the Dirac operator /Dt. An explicit expression can be obtained using the Wodzicki
residue density, as follows. Note that the principal symbol of /D
2
t is equal to the principal symbol of the
Laplacian on Mt. From (the proof of) [GVF01, Proposition 7.7], we then know that the local Wodzicki
residue density wresx
(
| /Dt|
−n
)
dnx is equal to the volume form dvolgt =
√
|gt|d
nx (up to a constant factor
depending only on the dimension n). The volume function is therefore given by
ρt(x) =
(√
|gt(x)|√
|g0(x)|
) 1
2
=
(
wresx
(
| /Dt|
−n
)
wresx
(
| /D0|
−n
)) 12 .
4 Product spectral triples
4.1 Families of operators
Recall that a family of bounded operators {Bt}t∈R on a Hilbert space H is called strongly continuous if Btψ
is (norm-)continuous in t for each ψ ∈ H. Similarly, we say that {Bt}t∈R is weakly continuous if 〈ξ|Btψ〉 is
continuous in t for all ξ, ψ ∈ H.
We say that {Bt}t∈R is strongly differentiable if there exists a strongly continuous family of bounded
operators {(∂B)t}t∈R such that ∂t(Btψ) = (∂B)tψ for any ψ ∈ H. Similarly, we say that {Bt}t∈R is
weakly differentiable if there exists a weakly continuous family of bounded operators {(∂B)t}t∈R such that
∂t
(
〈ξ|Btψ〉
)
= 〈ξ|(∂B)tψ〉 for any ξ, ψ ∈ H. If no confusion arises, we sometimes write ∂tBt = (∂B)t.
We point out that all statements below also apply to a family of operators Bt : H1 → H2 between two
different Hilbert spaces, by viewing Bt as an operator on H := H1 ⊕H2.
Lemma 4.1. If {Bt}t∈R is weakly continuous, then it is locally bounded.
Proof. Let [t0, t1] be a bounded interval in R. For ξ, ψ ∈ H we know that 〈ξ|Btψ〉 is continuous, so in
particular supt∈[t0,t1]
∣∣〈ξ|Btψ〉∣∣ <∞. The uniform boundedness principle then implies that supt∈[t0,t1] ‖Bt‖ <
∞.
Given a strongly continuous family of operators {Bt}t∈R on H, we define the operator B• on the Hilbert
C0(R)-module C0(R,H) by (B•ψ)(t) := Btψ(t). The strong continuity of {Bt}t∈R implies that B• is well-
defined on the initial domain Cc(R,H). If {Bt}t∈R is strictly continuous (i.e. the family of adjoints {B
∗
t }t∈R
is also strongly continuous), then the adjoint B∗• is also well-defined on Cc(R,H) (so B• is a semi-regular
operator). If furthermore {Bt}t∈R is globally bounded (i.e. if supt∈R ‖Bt‖ < ∞), then B• is an adjointable
endomorphism on C0(R,H).
Lemma 4.2. If {Bt}t∈R is a weakly differentiable family of bounded operators on H, then the following
statements hold.
1) The family {Bt}t∈R is norm-continuous.
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2) For any ξ, ψ ∈ C1(R,H), we have 〈ξ(·)|B•ψ(·)〉 ∈ C
1(R).
3) Let {At}t∈R and {Ct}t∈R be strongly differentiable on H. Then {A
∗
tBtCt}t∈R is weakly differentiable.
Proof. 1) The proof is as in [KL13, Remark 8.4, 2.], using the local boundedness of (∂B)t.
2) For simplicity, suppose that ξ is constant as a function of t. Then we calculate∥∥〈ξ ∣∣ ∂t(B•ψ)(t) −Bt∂tψ(t)− (∂B)tψ(t)〉∥∥
= lim
ǫ→0
ǫ−1
∥∥〈ξ ∣∣ (B•ψ)(t+ ǫ)− (B•ψ)(t) −Bt(ψ(t+ ǫ)− ψ(t)) − (Bt+ǫ −Bt)ψ(t)〉∥∥
= lim
ǫ→0
ǫ−1
∥∥〈ξ ∣∣Bt+ǫψ(t+ ǫ) +Btψ(t)−Btψ(t+ ǫ)−Bt+ǫψ(t)〉∥∥
= lim
ǫ→0
ǫ−1
∥∥〈ξ ∣∣ (Bt+ǫ − Bt)(ψ(t+ ǫ)− ψ(t))〉∥∥
≤ lim
ǫ→0
‖ξ‖
∥∥(Bt+ǫ −Bt)∥∥ ǫ−1∥∥ψ(t+ ǫ)− ψ(t)∥∥
= ‖ξ‖ · 0 · ‖∂tψ(t)‖ = 0,
where on the last line we used the norm-continuity of Bt from the first statement. Hence we see that
〈ξ|∂t(B•ψ)(t)〉 = 〈ξ|Bt∂tψ(t)+ (∂B)tψ(t)〉. Thus we have proven that 〈ξ|Btψ(t)〉 is differentiable. The
case of ξ ∈ C1(R,H) can then be obtained with similar arguments.
3) For any ξ, ψ ∈ H we have 〈ξ|A∗tBtCtψ〉 = 〈Atξ|BtCtψ〉. By assumption, Atξ and Ctψ are differentiable,
and it then follows from the second statement that 〈ξ|A∗tBtCtψ〉 is differentiable, and we have
∂t
(
〈ξ|A∗tBtCtψ〉
)
=
〈
ξ
∣∣ ((∂A)∗tBtCt +A∗t (∂B)tCt +A∗tBt(∂C)t)ψ〉.
Lemma 4.3. If {Bt}t∈R is a strongly differentiable family of bounded operators on H, then the following
statements hold.
1) For any ψ ∈ C1(R,H) we have B•ψ ∈ C
1(R,H).
2) The closure of the operator (∂B)• on Cc(R,H) equals the closure of the commutator [∂t, B•] on
C1c (R,H).
Proof. 1) The argument is as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.2). In this case, for ψ ∈ C1(R,H) we have∥∥∂t(B•ψ)(t) −Bt∂tψ(t)− (∂B)tψ(t)∥∥ ≤ lim
ǫ→0
∥∥(Bt+ǫ −Bt)∥∥ ǫ−1∥∥ψ(t+ ǫ)− ψ(t)∥∥ = 0 · ‖∂tψ(t)‖ = 0.
Hence ∂t(B•ψ) = B•∂tψ + (∂B)•ψ ∈ C(R,H).
2) By the proof of the first statement, the commutator [∂t, B•] is well-defined for ψ ∈ C
1
c (R,H) and given
by [∂t, B•]ψ = (∂B)•ψ. In particular, the operator [∂t, B•] restricts to a well-defined bounded operator
(∂B)t on H for each t ∈ R, and these operators are strongly continuous (hence locally bounded). Since
C1c (R,H) is dense in C0(R,H), the statement follows.
4.2 Families of spectral triples
A family of representations {πt}t∈R of a C
∗-algebra A on a Hilbert space H is called strongly/weakly continu-
ous/differentiable, if the function t 7→ πt(a) ∈ B(H) is strongly/weakly continuous/differentiable for every
a ∈ A. Let A ⊙ C0(R) denote the algebraic tensor product. Given a strongly continuous family of repres-
entations {πt}t∈R, we define for any simple tensor a ⊗ f ∈ A ⊙ C0(R) the operator π•(a ⊗ f) on C0(R,H)
by (
π•(a⊗ f)ψ
)
(t) := f(t)πt(a)ψ(t).
Since any representation of a C∗-algebra is norm-decreasing, we have ‖πt‖ ≤ 1, and therefore π• is bounded.
Since A⊙ C0(R) is dense in C0(R, A), π• extends to a representation of C0(R, A) on C0(R,H).
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Definition 4.4. A family of spectral triples {(A, πtH,Dt)}t∈R is called weakly differentiable if the following
conditions are satisfied:
1) there exists another Hilbert space W which is continuously and densely embedded in H such that the
inclusion map ι : W →֒ H is locally compact, i.e. the composition πt(a) ◦ ι is compact for each t ∈ R
and a ∈ A;
2) the domain of Dt is independent of t and equals W , and the graph norm of Dt is uniformly equivalent
to the norm of W (i.e. there exist constants C1, C2 > 0 such that C1‖ξ‖W ≤ ‖ξ‖Dt ≤ C2‖ξ‖W for all
ξ ∈W and all t ∈ R);
3) the map D• : R→ B(W,H) is weakly differentiable, and its weak derivative is uniformly bounded;
4) the family of representations {πt}t∈R of A on H is weakly differentiable, and for each a ∈ A the family
{πt(a) : W →W} is strongly continuous.
To avoid confusion, we will sometimes write ‖ · ‖W for the norm on W , and ‖ · ‖W→H for the operator
norm on B(W,H). The assumptions on the family of operators D• = {Dt}t∈R are as in [KL13, §8]. The
above definition is very similar to the families of spectral triples studied in [DR16, §4.3], but the assumptions
on the family of representations are slightly different here.
Lemma 4.5. Given a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples {(A, πtH,Dt)}t∈R, the commutator
[D•, π•(a)] is strongly continuous for any a ∈ A.
Proof. Using the fact that weak differentiability implies norm-continuity (see Lemma 4.2), the statement
follows from the inequality
‖[Dt, πt(a)]ψ − [Ds, πs(a)]ψ‖ ≤ ‖Dt −Ds‖W→H‖πt(a)ψ‖W + ‖Ds‖W→H‖πt(a)ψ − πs(a)ψ‖W
+ ‖πt(a)− πs(a)‖ ‖Dtψ‖+ ‖πs(a)‖ ‖Dtψ −Dsψ‖.
Proposition 4.6 (cf. [DR16, Proposition 4.18]). If {(A, πtH,Dt)}t∈R is a weakly differentiable family of
spectral triples, then the triple (A ⊙ C∞c (R), C0(R,H)C0(R),D•) is an odd unbounded Kasparov C0(R, A)-
C0(R)-module.
Proof. The proof that D• is self-adjoint and regular is exactly as in [DR16, Proposition 4.18]. The remainder
of the proof is only slightly different from the proof of [DR16, Proposition 4.18], because our assumptions
on the representation π• are slightly different.
The algebraic tensor productA⊙C∞c (R) is dense in C0(R, A), and for a⊗f ∈ A⊙C
∞
c (R) the commutators[
D•, π•(a⊗ f)
]
(t) = f(t)
[
Dt, πt(a)
]
are bounded for each t ∈ R. By Lemma 4.5 such commutators are strongly continuous and therefore locally
bounded, and the compact support of f then ensures that they are globally bounded.
The operator πt(a)(Dt ± i)
−1 is compact and bounded by ‖a‖ for each t ∈ R (since (A, πtH,Dt) is a
spectral triple). The norm-continuity of Dt : W → H implies that the resolvents (Dt ± i)
−1 are also norm-
continuous. Hence the map R→ K(H), t 7→ πt(a)(Dt ± i)
−1 is continuous and globally bounded by ‖a‖, so
if we also multiply by f ∈ C0(R) we get π•(a⊗ f)(D• ± i)
−1 ∈ C0(R,K(H)).
We consider the balanced tensor product L2(R,H) := C0(R,H) ⊗C0(R) L
2(R). The operator D• ⊗ 1 is
well-defined on DomD• ⊗C0(R) L
2(R) ⊂ L2(R,H), and is denoted simply by D• as well. Furthermore, we
consider the operator ∂t on L
2(R,H). Under the isomorphism L2(R,H) ≃ H⊗L2(R), we can identify ∂t on
L2(R,H) with 1⊗ ∂t on H⊗ L
2(R). We note that C∞c (R,W ) is a common core for D• and ∂t.
Theorem 4.7 (cf. [DR16, Theorem 4.20]). Let {(A, πtH,Dt)}t∈R be a weakly differentiable family of spectral
triples. Then the operator
D• × (∓i∂t) :=
(
0 ±i∂t + iD•
±i∂t − iD• 0
)
: (Dom(D•) ∩Dom(∂t))
⊕2
→ L2(R,H)⊕2
is self-adjoint on the domain (DomD•∩Dom ∂t)
⊕2. Furthermore,
(
A⊙C∞c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2,D•×(∓i∂t)
)
are
even spectral triples which represent the odd unbounded Kasparov product of
(
A⊙C∞c (R), C0(R,H)C0(R),D•
)
with
(
C∞c (R), L
2(R),∓i∂t
)
.
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [DR16, Theorem 4.20] (which in turn is based on [KL13, Pro-
position 8.11]), but we have slightly different assumptions on the representation π•. We need to check the
boundedness of the commutator [∂t, π•(a⊗ f)⊗ 1] for all a⊗ f ∈ A⊙ C
∞
c (R). We have
[∂t, π•(a⊗ f)⊗ 1](t) = πt(a)∂tf(t) + f(t)∂tπt(a).
The first term is bounded because f ∈ C∞c (R), and the second term is bounded because ∂tπt(a) is strongly
continuous and therefore bounded on the compact support of f . Thus, as in the proof of [DR16, The-
orem 4.20], this shows that we have a correspondence (as defined in [KL13, Definition 6.3]) from (A ⊙
C∞c (R), C0(R,H)C0(R),D•) to (C
∞
c (R), L
2(R),∓i∂t), and the statement then follows from [KL13, Theorems
6.7 & 7.5] (noting that the operator described in [KL13] is unitarily isomorphic to the operator D• × (∓i∂t)
defined here).
We view a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples as an abstract (noncommutative) analogue of the
Dirac operators on a family of (spacelike) hypersurfaces. By analogy with the decomposition of the classical
Dirac operator described in Section 3.3, we now also introduce an abstract analogue of lapse functions.
Definition 4.8. Given a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples {(A,H,Dt)}t∈R, we consider a family
of lapse operators {Nt}t∈R satisfying the following assumptions:
1) the family {Nt} consists of positive invertible operators on H;
2) the operators N
1
2
t and their inverses preserve the domain W , the family {N
1
2
t : W → W} is strongly
differentiable and uniformly bounded, and the inverse family {N
− 1
2
t : W → W} is strongly continuous
and uniformly bounded;
3) the strong derivatives {(∂N
1
2 )t} and the commutators {[Dt, N
1
2
t ]} on H are uniformly bounded;
4) [N
1
2
t , πt(a)] = 0 for all a ∈ A.
Lemma 4.9. Let D be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H. Consider a self-adjoint invertible
operator T ∈ B(H) such that T ·DomD ⊂ DomD and [D,T ] is bounded on DomD. Then:
1) DT is closed on DomD;
2) TDT is self-adjoint on DomD;
3) T−1DT−1 is (well-defined and) self-adjoint on DomD.
Proof. 1) From (the proof of) [Con13, Lemma 6.2] we know that DomD is a core for DT . Hence, for
every ψ ∈ Dom(DT ) = {ψ ∈ H : Tψ ∈ DomD}, we have a sequence ψn ∈ DomD such that ψn → ψ
and DTψn → DTψ. Then
Dψn = T
−1(DTψn − [D,T ]ψn)→ T
−1(DTψ − [D,T ]ψ),
and therefore ψ ∈ DomD, which proves the first statement.
2) The essential self-adjointness of TDT is proven in [Con13, Corollary 6.3]. Since TDT is closed by the
first statement, this proves the second statement.
3) Using the first statement, we have T−1·DomD = DomDT = DomD. Since [D,T−1] = −T−1[D,T ]T−1
is bounded, the third statement follows from the second statement.
Definition 4.10. Consider a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples {(A, πtH,Dt)}t∈R with a family
of lapse operators {Nt}t∈R (as in Definitions 4.4 and 4.8). Define the operators D+ and D− on L
2(R,H)⊕2
by
D± :=
(
0 ±iN
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• + iD•
±iN
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• − iD• 0
)
.
The triples (A⊙C∞c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2,D±) will be referred to as the product spectral triples corresponding to
the given families.
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Remark 4.11. We point out that the definition of the operatorD+ corresponds exactly to the reconstruction
formula for the Dirac operator on a (Riemannian) product space given in Proposition 3.5 (note that τ0 = 1
in the Riemannian case). The operator D− is obtained from D+ by replacing ∂t → −∂t (i.e., by reversing
the ‘time’-orientation).
Theorem 4.12. Consider the Z2-grading Γ := 1 ⊕ (−1) on L
2(R,H)⊕2. Then the product spectral triples
(A⊙ C∞c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2,D±) are even spectral triples.
Proof. The proof of self-adjointness of D± proceeds in several steps.
1) Consider the family of operators
D′t := N
1
2
t DtN
1
2
t .
We know from Lemma 4.9 that D′t is self-adjoint on the domain W . It follows from Lemma 4.2.3)
that D′t is weakly differentiable. From our assumptions, it follows straightforwardly that the weak
derivative of D′t is uniformly bounded, and that the graph norms of D
′
t are uniformly equivalent.
Hence {(A,H,D′t)}t∈R is again a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples.
2) By Theorem 4.7, the operators
D′± := D
′
• × (∓i∂t) =
(
0 ±i∂t + iD
′
•
±i∂t − iD
′
• 0
)
are self-adjoint on the domain
(
DomD• ∩Dom ∂t
)⊕2
.
3) Finally, since we have the equality
N
− 1
2
• (±i∂t − iD
′
•)N
− 1
2
• = ±iN
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• − iD•,
we see that
D± = N
− 1
2
• D
′
±N
− 1
2
• .
The operator N
1
2
• is a bounded and invertible operator which preserves the domain of D
′
±, such that
the commutator [D′±, N
1
2
• ] is bounded. It then follows from Lemma 4.9 that D± is self-adjoint on(
DomD• ∩Dom ∂t
)⊕2
.
Since N• commutes with the action of A ⊙ C
∞
c (R), it follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.7 that
[D±, π•(a ⊗ f)] is bounded for any a ⊗ f ∈ A ⊙ C
∞
c (R). Furthermore, we know from Theorem 4.7 that
D′± has locally compact resolvents. Since DomD
′
± = DomD±, it follows that also D± has locally compact
resolvents. Finally, we obviously have D±Γ = −ΓD±.
Theorem 4.13. The product spectral triples (A ⊙ C∞c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2,D±) represent the odd (internal)
unbounded Kasparov product (over C0(R)) of
(
A⊙ C∞c (R), C0(R,H)C0(R),D•
)
with
(
C∞c (R), L
2(R),∓i∂t
)
.
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.7, we only need to prove that D± is homotopic to D• × (∓i∂t). We con-
sider the unbounded Kasparov A⊗C0(R)-C([0, 1])-module
(
A⊙C∞c (R), C
(
[0, 1], L2(R,H)
)⊕2
,D±(·)
)
, where
D±(·) = {D±(s)}s∈[0,1], and D±(s) is the operator constructed (as in Definition 4.10) from the families
{(A, πtH,Dt)}t∈R and {Nt(s)}t∈R, where
Nt(s)
1
2 := s+ (1− s)N
1
2
t .
In other words, we obtain the homotopy D±(s) by connecting N
1
2
t to the identity via a straight line. We
note that the operators Nt(s) again satisfy Definition 4.8. To show that D±(·) indeed defines an unbounded
Kasparov module, it suffices to check that the resolvents of D±(s) are norm-continuous.
The family {N•(s)
1
2 }s∈[0,1] of bounded positive invertible operators on L
2(R,W ) depends continuously on
s. Consequently, D±(s) : DomD± → L
2(R,H)⊕2 is norm-continuous (where we view DomD± as a Hilbert
space equipped with the graph norm). From [Dun17, Lemma 3.1] it then follows that the resolvents of D±(s)
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are indeed norm-continuous. Hence
(
A ⊙ C∞c (R), C
(
[0, 1], L2(R,H)
)⊕2
,D±(·)
)
is an unbounded Kasparov
A⊗C0(R)-C([0, 1])-module. The bounded transform of D±(·) then yields a homotopy between the bounded
transforms of D± and D• × (∓i∂t).
Proposition 4.14. Let (Z, g) = (M ×R, g•+ ǫ0N
2dT 2) be a product space(time), such that the unit normal
vector field ν is geodesic, and the metrics gt are complete. Suppose that the metrics gt and the lapse function
N have derivatives of all orders (both in t and along M) which are globally bounded. Assume furthermore
that Nt is uniformly invertible. Then the operators /Dt from Eq. (3.4) yield a weakly differentiable family of
spectral triples {(C∞c (M),H
+
0 , /Dt)}t∈R, and the family {Nt}t∈R satisfies the conditions in Definition 4.8.
Proof. We know from Proposition 2.5 that
(
C∞c (M),H
+
0 , /Dt
)
is a spectral triple for each t ∈ R. We note
that the representation of C∞c (M) on H
+
0 is independent of t (since it commutes with parallel transport),
so that the continuity and differentiability conditions for the family of representations are automatically
satisfied. The conditions on the family { /Dt} are proven as in [DR16, Proposition 4.22]. Furthermore, the
conditions on {Nt} are satisfied, because Nt is smooth with uniformly bounded derivatives.
Let (Z, g) = (M × R, g• + N
2dT 2) be a product space satisfying the assumptions in Proposition 4.14,
giving a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples {(C∞c (M),H
+
0 , /Dt)}t∈R and a family of lapse operators
{Nt}t∈R. Theorem 4.12 then yields the corresponding product spectral triple (A⊙C
∞
c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2,D+).
Since the definition of D+ is based on the formula from Proposition 3.5, we find that the product spectral
triple corresponding to a product space correctly reconstructs the canonical Dirac operator on this space.
Proposition 4.15. Let (Z, g) = (M × R, g• + N
2dT 2) be a product space satisfying the assumptions in
Proposition 4.14. Then the corresponding product spectral triple (C∞c (M) ⊙ C
∞
c (R), L
2(R,H+0 )
⊕2,D+) is
unitarily equivalent to the canonical spectral triple (C∞c (Z), L
2(Z, SZ), /DZ) on the space Z.
In particular, the product spectral triple corresponding to a product space is independent (up to unitary
equivalence) of the choice of the splitting Z ≃M × R.
5 Lorentzian product triples
Definition 5.1. Consider a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples {(A, πtH,Dt)}t∈R with a family
of lapse operators {Nt}t∈R (as in Definitions 4.4 and 4.8). We define the even Lorentzian product triple as
the triple (A⊙ C∞c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2,D) with
D := J
(
−N
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• − iD˜•
)
=
(
0 −N
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• + iD•
−N
− 1
2
• ∂tN
− 1
2
• − iD• 0
)
,
where we have written
D˜• :=
(
D• 0
0 −D•
)
, J :=
(
0 1
1 0
)
.
Remark 5.2. We observe that a Lorentzian product triple is equal to the ‘reverse Wick rotation’ (using the
terminology of [DR16]) of the product spectral triples (A ⊙ C∞c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2,D±) from Theorem 4.12.
Indeed, we have the equality
D =
1
2
(D+ +D−) +
i
2
(D+ −D−).
Let (Z, g) = (M ×R, g•−N
2dT 2) be a product spacetime satisfying the assumptions in Proposition 4.14,
giving a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples {(C∞c (M),H
+
0 , /Dt)}t∈R and a family of lapse operators
{Nt}t∈R. We note that the assumptions of Proposition 4.14 almost imply that the spacetime is globally
hyperbolic: whenever gt is uniformly bounded below by a complete metric, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that
(Z, g) is globally hyperbolic.
From Definition 5.1 we obtain the Lorentzian product triple (C∞c (M) ⊙ C
∞
c (R), L
2(R,H+0 )
⊕2,D). Since
the definition of D is based on the formula from Proposition 3.5, we find that the Lorentzian product triple
corresponding to a product spacetime correctly reconstructs the canonical Dirac operator on this spacetime.
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Proposition 5.3. Let (Z, g) = (M × R, g• − N
2dT 2) be a product spacetime satisfying the assumptions in
Proposition 4.14. Then the corresponding Lorentzian product triple (C∞c (M) ⊙ C
∞
c (R), L
2(R,H+0 )
⊕2,D) is
unitarily equivalent to the canonical spectral triple (C∞c (Z), L
2(Z, SZ), /DZ) on the spacetime Z.
In particular, the Lorentzian product triple corresponding to a product spacetime is independent (up to
unitary equivalence) of the choice of the splitting Z ≃M × R.
5.1 Krein spaces
In the remainder of this article, we want to compare our construction of Lorentzian product triples with
other approaches to ‘Lorentzian spectral triples’ that have appeared in the literature. We will focus on the
Krein space approach, which has been studied in e.g. [Str06, Sui04, PS06, Bar07, Dun16, Bes16]. First, we
will recall some facts about Krein spaces. In the next subsection, we will show that our Lorentzian product
triples satisfy the definition of Lorentz-type spectral triples from [Dun16].
The following summary is based on [Dun16, §2]. For a detailed introduction to Krein spaces, we refer
to [Bog74]. A Krein space is a vector space H with a non-degenerate inner product 〈·|·〉 which admits a
fundamental decomposition H = H+ ⊕ H− (i.e., an orthogonal direct sum decomposition into a positive-
definite subspace H+ and a negative-definite subspace H−) such that H+ and H− are intrinsically complete
(i.e., complete with respect to the norms ‖ψ‖H± := |〈ψ|ψ〉|
1/2).
A fundamental symmetry J is a self-adjoint unitary operator J : H → H such that (1+J )H is positive-
definite and (1−J )H is negative-definite. Given a fundamental decomposition H = H+ ⊕H−, we obtain a
corresponding fundamental symmetry J = P+ − P−, where P± denotes the projection onto H±. Given a
fundamental symmetry J , we denote by HJ the corresponding Hilbert space for the positive-definite inner
product 〈·|·〉J := 〈J · |·〉.
For an operator T , we will denote by T+ the Krein-adjoint (i.e., the adjoint operator with respect to the
Krein inner product 〈·|·〉). By the adjoint T ∗ we will mean the usual adjoint in the Hilbert space HJ (i.e.,
with respect to the positive-definite inner product 〈·|·〉J ). These adjoints are related via T
+ = J T ∗J .
A Krein space H with fundamental symmetry J is called Z2-graded if HJ is Z2-graded and J is homo-
geneous. The assumption that HJ is Z2-graded means we have a decomposition H
0 ⊕ H1, and that this
decomposition is respected by the positive-definite inner product 〈·|·〉J (which means that 〈ψ0|ψ1〉J = 0 for
all ψ0 ∈ H
0 and ψ1 ∈ H
1). The bounded operators B(H) then also decompose into a direct sum of even
operators B0(H) and odd operators B1(H). The assumption that the fundamental symmetry J is homogen-
eous means that J is either even or odd. If J is odd, it implements a unitary isomorphism H0 ≃ H1. Given
the decomposition H0 ⊕H1, we have a (self-adjoint, unitary) grading operator Γ which acts as (−1)j on Hj
(for j ∈ Z2). If J is odd, we note that Γ is Krein-anti-self-adjoint (indeed, Γ
+ = J ΓJ = −ΓJ 2 = −Γ).
As in [DR16, §2.1] we define the ‘combined graph inner product’ 〈·|·〉S,T of two closed operators S and
T as 〈ψ|φ〉S,T := 〈ψ|φ〉J + 〈Sψ|Sφ〉J + 〈Tψ|Tφ〉J (using the positive-definite inner product 〈·|·〉J ), for all
ψ, φ ∈ DomS ∩ DomT . This inner product yields the corresponding ‘combined graph norm’ ‖ · ‖S,T . For
a Krein-self-adjoint operator D we have JD∗ = DJ and DomD∗ = DomDJ = J ·DomD. One can then
check that 〈·|·〉D,D∗ is identical to 〈·|·〉DJ ,JD on DomD ∩DomD
∗ = DomD ∩ J ·DomD.
5.2 Lorentz-type spectral triples
Definition 5.4 ([Dun16, Definition 2.2]). A Lorentz-type spectral triple (A,H,D,J ) consists of
• a Z2-graded Krein space H;
• a trivially graded ∗-algebra A along with an even ∗-algebra representation π : A → B0(H);
• an odd fundamental symmetry J which commutes with the algebra A;
• a densely defined, closed, odd operator D : DomD → H such that:
1) the linear subspace E := DomD ∩ J ·DomD is dense in H;
2) the operator D is Krein-self-adjoint on E ;
3) we have the inclusion π(A) · E ⊂ E , and the commutator [D, π(a)] is bounded on E for each a ∈ A;
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4) the map π(a) ◦ ι : E →֒ H → H is compact for each a ∈ A, where ι denotes the natural inclusion
map E →֒ H, and E is considered as a Hilbert space with the inner product 〈·|·〉DJ ,JD.
Proposition 5.5. Let {(A, πtH,Dt)}t∈R be a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples. Then the oper-
ator
D :=
(
0 −∂t + iD•
−∂t − iD• 0
)
= J
(
− ∂t − iD˜•
)
, J =
(
0 1
1 0
)
defines a Lorentz-type spectral triple (A⊙ C∞c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2, iD,J ).
Proof. We view the Hilbert space L2(R,H)⊕2 as a Krein space with the fundamental symmetry J , and we
note that JΓ = −ΓJ . By assumption, the operator [∂t,D•](D• ± i)
−1 is well-defined and bounded. By
[DR16, Proposition 2.13], this implies that −i∂t±D• is essentially self-adjoint on the intersection DomD• ∩
Dom ∂t. Hence the Krein-adjoint of D is given on (DomD• ∩Dom ∂t)
⊕2 by
D+ = JD∗J =
(
0 1
1 0
)(
0 (−∂t − iD•)
∗
(−∂t + iD•)
∗ 0
)(
0 1
1 0
)
=
(
0 (−∂t + iD•)
∗
(−∂t − iD•)
∗ 0
)
=
(
0 ∂t − iD•
∂t + iD• 0
)
= −D,
which shows that iD is essentially Krein-self-adjoint on
(
DomD• ∩ Dom ∂t
)⊕2
. The intersection DomD ∩
DomD∗ contains
(
DomD• ∩ Dom∂t
)⊕2
. Furthermore, we have the following equalities (which hold on
(DomD• ∩Dom ∂t)
⊕2)
1
2
(D +D∗) =
(
0 iD•
−iD• 0
)
,
i
2
(D −D∗) =
(
0 −i∂t
−i∂t 0
)
.
Since DomD• ∩ Dom ∂t is a core for D•, the first equality shows that
1
2 (D + D
∗) is a symmetric extension
of an essentially self-adjoint operator, and therefore the domain DomD ∩ DomD∗ must be contained in
(DomD•)
⊕2. Similarly, since DomD• ∩ Dom ∂t is also a core for ∂t, the second equality implies that
DomD ∩ DomD∗ must be contained in (Dom ∂t)
⊕2. Hence we have the equality DomD ∩ DomD∗ =(
DomD•∩Dom ∂t
)⊕2
. By Theorem 4.7, it follows that DomD∩DomD∗ = DomD±. We consider DomD∩
DomD∗ equipped with the combined graph norm ‖ · ‖D,D∗, and DomD± equipped with the graph norm of
D±. Since ‖ · ‖D,D∗ = ‖ · ‖D+,D− by [DR16, Lemma 2.3], the identity map DomD ∩ DomD
∗ → DomD± is
bounded. Since π•(a⊗f)◦ ι : DomD± → L
2(R,H)⊕2 is compact for each a⊗f ∈ A⊙C∞c (R), it follows that
also π•(a⊗ f) ◦ ι : DomD∩DomD
∗ → L2(R,H)⊕2 is compact. Finally, the boundedness of the commutator
[D, π•(a⊗ f)] follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.7.
Theorem 5.6. Consider a weakly differentiable family of spectral triples {(A, πtH,Dt)}t∈R with a family
of lapse operators {Nt}t∈R (as in Definitions 4.4 and 4.8). Then the operator D defined in Definition 5.1
defines a Lorentz-type spectral triple (A⊙ C∞c (R), L
2(R,H)⊕2, iD,J ).
Proof. The idea of the proof is the same as in Theorem 4.12, and we leave out some details. Here, we reduce
the problem to the special case of Proposition 5.5. First, as in the proof of Theorem 4.12, we consider the
weakly differentiable family of spectral triples {(A,H,D′t)}t∈R. Second, by Proposition 5.5, the operator
iD′ := iJ (−∂t − iD˜
′
•)
is Krein-self-adjoint. Equivalently, this means that iJD′ is self-adjoint. Third, we have the equality iD =
iN
− 1
2
• D
′N
− 1
2
• . By Lemma 4.9, using that J commutes with N•, the operator iJD is self-adjoint. Thus we
have shown that iD is Krein-self-adjoint. Furthermore, since Nt commutes with πt(A), the commutators
[D, π•(a ⊗ f)] are again bounded for all a ⊗ f ∈ A ⊙ C
∞
c (R). Finally, since DomD = DomD
′, it also
follows from Proposition 5.5 that π•(a⊗ f) ◦ ι : DomD ∩DomD
∗ → L2(R,H)⊕2 is compact for any a⊗ f ∈
A⊙ C∞c (R).
20
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